Five Year Limited Warranty – Beauxfort Gravelrings
Beauxfort, Kingsway House, 23a Marlborough Road, Lancing Business Park, Lancing, West Sussex, BN15 8TR
Beauxfort Gravelrings is manufactured within the UK from 100% recycled, UV stabilised HDPE, intended to be used
beneath driveways as a gravel retention grid to eliminate the inherent defects typically displayed in gravel driveway
applications. Gravelrings achieves many years of minimum maintenance in gravel driveway applications.
Register online at www.beauxfort.com within 90 days of purchase to activate this Warranty.
In this warranty the following terms shall have the definitions as outlined below:
“Buyer” defined as the first owner of the Goods following installation. The benefit of this Warranty may also be
transferred to the next owner of the Goods if they purchase within five years of the date of the original purchase.
“Goods” defined as Gravelrings brand gravel retention grids manufactured by Beauxfort.
“Manual” defined as the Beauxfort Product Installation guideline version as applicable at the time of installation of the
Goods.
“Beauxfort” defined as The Beauxfort Company which operates as part of REG Group LTD, registered company no
10671288.
“Warranty” defined as the limited warranty given to the Buyer by Beauxfort as set out according to the terms stated in
the subsequent sections within this document.
1. Subject to the buyer applying for Warranty registration by logging onto and submitting requested details at
www.beauxfort.com within 90 days of purchase. This Warranty applies to the Beauxfort Gravelrings product only.
Beauxfort warrants to the Buyer that under normal pedestrian and light commercial use only, for a time-period of
five years from the original date of purchased Goods, the Goods will be free from material and manufacturing
defects, will not suffer from stress cracking as a result of being exposed to loads up to and inclusive of 350
tonnes per m², will not detach itself from the mesh base without human or forceful intervention, will not suffer from
chemical damage with the exception of exposure to Oxidizing Acids and Chlorinated Hydrocarbons that materially
affects structural fitness for the purpose as a gravel retention driveway grid.
2. The Warranty is given by Beauxfort subject to the following conditions being satisfied:
2.1. Beauxfort shall be under no liability under this Warranty unless the Goods have been registered with Beauxfort
within 90 days of original purchase.
2.2. Beauxfort shall have no liability under this Warranty in instance of any defect arising from the re-installation of the
Goods. This solely means that the Warranty is valid for the first installation of the Goods and not in respect of any
subsequent installation including but not limited to instances where the Goods are transported to a new location
or re-installed elsewhere in the current location.
2.3. Beauxfort shall be under no liability in instance of any defect in the Goods arising from any drawing, design or
specification supplied and/or incorporated by the Buyer or any third party; nor in respect of any failure to meet
local building regulations.
2.4. Beauxfort shall be under no liability in the instance of any defect arising from: purpose damage or abuse;
negligence by the buyer and inclusive of any third party; unintended use or conditions; improper installation as a
consequence of not strictly following Beaufort’s installation guidelines as per the Manual provided; defiance in
using the fixings sold by and recommended by Beauxfort; damage caused by not using the correct number of
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fixing pins recommended by any respective Beauxfort employee or actor; failure to fill the gravel retention grid with
the recommended aggregate type and size by any respective Beauxfort employee or actor; damage caused by
incorrect material used to fill as instructed by any respective Beauxfort employee or actor; failure to meet the required
or recommended gravel demand as recommended by any respective Beauxfort employee or actor; misuse, alteration
or repair of the Goods without Beauxfort’s written consent or approval; use other than for purpose of a gravel
retention landscaping grid for a gravel driveway for normal pedestrian use or light commercial use in the same
respective manner; movement, distortion or defect in but not strictly limited to, any sub-base, fixing, aggregate,
finishing or otherwise howsoever caused; any damage caused by insufficient gapping for expansion contingency as
per the Manual; any surface damage caused by, but not strictly limited to, any sharp, pointed or jagged objects,
plant, machinery and any tools required and used during and thereby after installation; any damage caused by water
blasting, hoses, pipes or cleaning substances; any Acts of God, lightning, hurricane, fire, flooding, earthquake,
windstorm or other natural disaster; environmental, air pollution and weather conditions; breakages or damage
caused by but not strictly limited to, being exposed to loads exceeding 350 tonnes per m², impacts over normal
residential human and vehicle traffic; failure to follow any specific instructions in relation to the project advised or
recommended by any Beauxfort employee or actor.
2.5. For the avoidance of doubt, Beauxfort is under no obligation to pay or refund for labour costs incurred during the
original installation of the goods, replacement of defective products and/or labour costs arising from faulty
workmanship.
2.6. The Warranty outlined above is not inclusive of any parts, materials or equipment manufactured and sold by
Beauxfort. In light of this, the Buyer shall only be entitled to the benefit of any such warranty or guarantee as is
given by the manufacturer to Beauxfort.
3. A claim submitted by the Buyer which is based upon any defect in the quality or condition of the Goods covered
by this warranty shall be notified to Beauxfort in writing, with photographs, proof of purchase and detailed
description of the defect, within 28 days after discovery of the defect and within the Warranty time frame stated.
Beauxfort and its actors reserve the right to inspect the goods on site or request a sample be sent of the alleged
defective product. Where a valid claim in respect of the Gravelrings product is notified to Beauxfort in accordance
with this Warranty, Beauxfort may conclude to resupply the Goods fully (or the part in question) free of charge, or
at Beauxfort’s sole discretion, to refund to the Buyer the purchase price of the Goods calculated in accordance
with clause 4 detailed below, in which case Beauxfort will impose no further liability to the Buyer. In furtherance
of this, Beauxfort shall not be liable for any costs, expenses or actions in respect of any installation, removal,
disposal and/or replacement of Goods inclusive of any carried out by respective Beauxfort employees and / or
affiliates.
4. If the conditions stated in clause 3 are met, Beauxfort may refund the following proportions of the original
uninstalled purchase price of the quantity of Goods found and thereafter proven to be defective, dependent upon
the length of time from the date of original purchase to the date of the claim being received and accepted by
Beauxfort:
Up to 1 year: 100%
2-3 years: 50%
3-4 years: 20%
4-5 years: 10%
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